
Course Name  Computer Graphics 
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Text Books Computer Graphics with OpenGL (3rd edition), D. Hearn and M. P. 

Baker, Prentice Hall, 2004 

Other 

Supplemental 

Materials 

 

Specific Course Information 

 

a. Course 

Description 

This course is designed to provide the students with an overview of 

computer graphics and the fundamentals of graphics. The following 

is an approximate outline for the course, subject to alteration as the 

semester proceeds: Graphics display devices, inter active devices, 

input devices, the principles of various devices, line drawing 

algorithms, Transformation 2D-3D, Projections, clipping and 

viewing algorithms. 

 

b. Pre-requisite    234CSM-3 Computer Vision 

c. Required/ 

Elective/ Selected 

Elective 

 Required 

Specific Goals for the Course 

a. Course Learning 

Outcomes 

1.  Define Basic concepts of Computer Graphics. 

2. Recognize Mathematical foundations, algorithmic principles in 

designing Graphics algorithms. 

3. Recognize applications of Graphics. 

4. Write graphics programs to make 2D objects. 

5. Compare different Graphics drawing algorithms. 

6. Explain suitable software for a particular application. 

7. Recognize the importance as a computer professional in learning 

new graphics algorithms for upcoming applications. 

8. Work together as a team to solve group projects. 

9. Demonstrate impact of different specifications associated with 

graphics devices. 

  



Mapping 

of STUDENT LEARNING 

OUTCOMES(SLOS) 

with COURSE  LEARNING 

OUTCOMES(CLOS) 

 a1 a2 b1 b2 b3 b4 c1 c2 c3 c4 d1 d2 

1      √            

2  √           

3    √  √       

4    √         

5    √         

6    √  √       

7         √    

8       √      

9           √  

Topics Covered Introduction :A survey of computer graphics applications 

 

Over view of graphics systems-Raster scan displays-

,Random scan displays-color CRT Monitors-Flat panel 

displays. 

 

Input devices: Graphics Output Primitives-Line drawing 

algorithms- and Circle generating algorithms. 

 

Geometric transformations-2D -3-D . 

2-D Viewing-Clipping window- Normalization and viewport 

transformations- clipping algorithms-2-D point clipping- 

cohen suther land line clipping-polygon fill area clipping- 

Suther land Hodgeman polygon fill area clipping. 

 

3-D viewing: overview of 3-D viewing concepts-projections. 

Perspective projections and perspective projection 

transformation matrix. 

 

 

 

 
 


